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SUM31ARY

Charts are presented for computing ~hru.st,fuel consumption,
and other performance ca[ws of a turbojet engin; -~r any giren
set of operating conditions and component eficzerwies. The
e~eck of pressure losses in the inlet duc~ arid the combustion
chamber, of w-iation in physical properties of the gas as it
passes through Me system, of reheating ofthe gas due to turbine
losses, and of change in mass j?ou~ by the addition ~f fuel are
included. The principal performance chart s-hews the e~ects
of primary rariablc~ and corr~ction charts proride the <<fects @
~ectrndary rarv”ables and oj turbine-loss reheat on the p@orm-
ance ~f the system.

In order to illustrate some of the turbojet-e ngine-performance
charac~eristies, the thru~~per unit mass rate of air jio w and the
dsec~fic fuel consumption are prewnkd -for a wide range of
$ight and engine operating conditions. If is shoum that
although fh.rwst per unit mass rate of air ~ou~ increas-es u<th.
increased co rrzbustion-chamber-oui%t &mpcr-ature? an optimum
c(]xtbu.~tion<harnber-outiet temperature (rists Jor minirnurr
speci~-e fuel consump~ion. This opt;mum tfirnpfrafure, in
sornc cases, may be lew than the limifiing terrp(ratvre imposed
by strength-temperature characteristics oj current materials.

~1~in~uence o~ charac~eristics of a giwn compressor and
twbirie on performance of a turbojet engine containing a matched
set of these gicen components is discussed for cases of an engine
with a cen~r<fugal-flow compressor and of arr engine with an
azial-j?ou~ compressor.

INTRODUCTION

SOUR thermodynamic studies have been made of turbojet
e%uines in Khich equations or charts for obtaini%~ the engine
performance are presented and in which performance trends
are indicated (references 1 to 4). A stud-y of design and stress
limitations relating to turbojet engines k given in reference
5. The purpose of the present report is to provide charts
in which a. factor indicative of engine performance is gi~en
in terms of primary flight and engine operating parameters.
From these charts, the e@ne performance for a given set
of primary parameters can be quicldy e-dusted and an in-
sight is provided into the degree of change of performance
possible through change in the parameters. The principal
performance chart contains only the primary parameters.
The effects of secondary parameters are introduced through a
correction factor gi~en in a correction chart.

An insight into some of the performance characteristics
of the turbojet. engine is obtained from calculated resuIts
showing the effects of varying combustion-chamber-outlek
temperature and compressor pressure ratio on thrust per
unit mass rate of air ffo-ir and specitlc fuel consumption.
These results are for constant component efficiencies and for
a range of fight-speed and altitude conditions.

Also discussed herein is the matching of components of a
turbojet engine. CaleuIated results that illustrate how the
performance characteristics of a given turbojet engine are
related to the performance characteristics of its components
are presented. Two emjnes are used in this study, one with
a ceqtrifugaI-flow compressor and one with an asial-flow
compressor. The manner in which the performance of each
engine -raries as engine operating conditions vary from the
design point is ako illustrated for the cases of the engine with
a fixed-m-ea exhaust nozzle and of the enctie with a -rariabIe-
area exhaust nozzle.

SYMBOLS

The significance of the symbols appearing in the charts and
in the subsequent discussion is as follows:

An effective exhaust-nozzle area, (sq ftj
(For an isentropic expansion in exhaust nozzle,
flov through area A= is equal to actual mass
flow- through nozzle.)

a,b,c factors that. meastu-e effects produced by secondary
variabIes

B ratio of compressor tip speed P to turbine-blade
speed u

c, velocity coefficient of exhaust nozzle
cp,a specitlc heat of air at constant pressure at 2“. =519°R,

7.73 (Bt u/(sIug) ~F)j
cP.z average specific heat at constant pressure of exhaust

gases during expansion process, (Btu/(slug) (“F))
(This term, when used with temperature change
accompanying expansion, gi~es change in enthaIpy
per unit. mass.)

net thrust, (Jb)

; fuel-air ratio
lower heat ing -raIue of fuel, (Btu/lb)

J mechanical eqnivaIent of heat, 77s (ft-lb/Btu) ‘
Kc compressor slip factor, equal to ratio of compressor-

shaft power per unit mass rate of air flow to square
of compressor tip speed, 550 Pcf.lfgW
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mass rate of air flow, (slug/see)
n~qss rate of_gas flow through turbine, (slug/see)
colnpressor-shaf t horsepower input
turbine-shaft horsepower output
ambienkir pressure, (lb/sq ft absolute)
total pressure at compressor inlet, (lb/sq ft absolute)
total pressure at compressor cmtIet, (lb/sq ft absolute)
total pressure at turbine inlet+ (lb/sq ft absolute)
static pressure. at turbine outIet, (lb/sq ft absolute)
drop in total pressure through inlet duct, (lb/sq ft)
drop into taI pressure through combustion ch~mber clue

t.o mechanical obstruction of burners ancl momen-
tum increase of gases during combustion, (lb/sq ft)

ratio of drop in total pressure in combustion chambw
to total pressure at compressor outlet, ApJpz

ambicmt-air temperature, (OR)
compressor-inIet total temperature, (“R)
compressor-outlet total twnperature, (“R)
combustion-c.harnber-outIet total temperature, (“R)
net thrust horsepower
compressor tip speed, (ftJsec)
turbine-blade speecl measured at turbine pitch line,

(ft/see)
jet velocity, (fL/see)
increase in jet velocity clue to effect of .turbine-Ioss

reheat, (ft/see)
8irpkuie velocity, (ft/see)
theoretical turbine-nozzle jet veI~city corresponding

to isentropic expansion of gas from turbine-inlet
total pressure and temperature to turbine-outlet
static pressure, (ft/see),

~7=d2J,..T[l-e:Y$l
axial component of gas velocity

(ft+ec)
mass flow of fuel, (Ib/hr)

at turbine outlet,

ratio of compressor pressure ratio p2/pl to reference
pressure ratio (p2/pJ ,,f ,

ratio of ram temperature rise to ambient-air tempera-
ture, 770zj2JcP,.TO

ratio of compressor-shaft power per unit mass rate of
air flow to enthalpy of slug of air at temperature
To, 550 ~,/it4.JcP,.T,

ratio of specific heats of air, 1.4
average value of ratio of specific heats of exhaust gas

during expansion process
ratio of pressure at any point being considered to.

standarcl sea-level pressure of 2116 pounds per
square foot, that is, 63=pJ2116, 31=21/2116,
and so forth

correction factor that accounts for over-all effecjs pro-
duced by secondary variables

combustion efficiency eqwd to ideal fuel-air ratio re-
quired to obtain temperature rise in combustion
chamber from Z’z to TA divided by actual fuel:air
ratio

compressor adiabatic efficiency, that is} idml pow-m
required in adiabatically compressing air from
compressor-inIeL to taI Lempwkture and p rcssurc
to compressor-outlet total pressure divided by
compressor-shaft power

compressor polytropic efficiency equal to logarithm of
actuaI pressure ratio divided by logarithm of isen-
tropic pressure ratio thaL corresponds Lv uctwal
temperature ratio

turbine total efllciency, that is, tUrbiIWSh&fL power
dividecl by ideal power of gas jet expamling
adiabatically from t.urbine-inleL toLal pressure and
temperature to Lurbinc-outkb static pressure less
liinetic power corresponding to avcrtigc axial ve-
locity of gas aL turbine outlet,

550P,
~L=~

~ Mgvt* —; Mgv52

turbine-shaft efficiency, tha,t is, turbine-shafL po~vc!r
divided by ideal power of gas jeL copnd ing
adiabatically from turbine-inlet tottil pwsure and
temperature to turbine-outlet sttitic pressure,

MOP,
qt.,= ~

~ M,v?

rat io of temperature at any point being consid wed to
standard sea-Ievel temperature of 519° R, thaL k,

do= To/519, 0~=T1/5 19, and so forth

When variation in e with pressure ratio is negligible, thcu

(22/P1)T.f is equal to compressor prcss~lr~ r~tio for Inaximllnl
thrust per unit mass rate of air flow.

METHOD OF EV.4LUATiNG TURBOJET-ENGINE
PERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS

A schemntic cliagrmn of the turboj~t. engine considmwl is
shown in figure 1. Air enters the kdet (Illrt tiIl(~ passes to the

compressor inIet. Part of the dynamic prcwure of the frce-
air stlrea.m is convertec~ into static pressun? at h compressor
irdet by the cliffusing action of the inlet duct. The air is

o f? 453,
!,,,,, 1:
,, ,,

.,’ ,,
,’, ‘.., ,’ ‘.

FIGCREl.—SehematIediwamO{tlwboNCwkm
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further compressed in passing through the compressor and
enters the combustion chamber where fueI is injected ancl
burned. The products of combustion then pass through
the turbine nozzles and blades -where an appreciable drop in
pressure occurs and finaIIy are discharged rearivardIy through
the exhaust nozzle to provicle thrust.

The variables affecttig the performance of the turbojet
engine are divided into a. primary group and a secondary
group. The variables of the primary group are shown on
the principaI chart for determining the performs.nee of the
engine. The ~-ariabIes of the secondary group are shown on
a correction chart for determining the factor e, usually cIose
to unity, which also appears as a variable on the principal
performance chart.

The primary group of variables consists of:
(a) Compressor adiabatic efficiency ~.
(b) Turbine totaI efficiency ~,
(c) Burner efhciency q~
(d) E.shaust-nozzle velocity coeEieient C., which incIudes

losses in taiI pipe
(e) Airplane ~eIocity V.
(f) Compressor total-pressure ratio p2/pl
(g) Ambient-air temperature TO
(h) Combustion-chamber-outlet total temperature TA
The secondary group consists of:
(a) Ratio of total-pressure drop through inlet. duc~ caused

by friction and turbulence to compressor-inlet totaI
pressure A.p~/pl

(b) Ratio of totaI-pressure drop through combustion
chamber caused by mechanical obstruction of
burners and by momentum increase of gases during
combustion to compressor-outlet total pressure
+t~pz

(c) Effect of difference between physical properties of cold
air and hoti exhaust gases during expansion pro-
cesses
(The effect of change in specific heat of gas during
other processes is included in the charts.)

Charts are presented from which thrust, thrust. horsepower,
and fuel-air ratio can be evaluated for various combinations
of design and operating conditions. The equations from
which the charts were prepared are listed in appendix ~.4
and are derived in appendix B. The following equations
used fi combination ~tith the charts gi-w the performance

of the turbojet. system.
The net thrust of the turbojet engine, -when the effect of

the added fueI is neglected, is given by the equation

.F=J’f.(T’j– T7J (la)

Vilen the effect of added fuel is included, the thrust is
given by

.F=.31_a(T’j– V.) +f31=V~ (lb)

The net thrust horsepower t%p is eqn-essed as

fhp=FT70/550 (2)

The compressor-shaft horsepower is given by

Pc=~!.JcD,=T&k50= 5675 .M=ZTJ519 (3)

The compressor-inlet totaI temperature is obtained from

i“,/TO=l+Y (4)

The fuel consumption per unit mass rate of air flow is
given in terms of the fuel-air ratio by the fol.lowi~~ relation:

TJM== 115,920 f (5)

DISCCSSION OF CHARTS

By means of equations (I) to (5) and the curves of figures 2
to 7, the performance of the turbojet engine can be readiJy
determined. The curves are gi~en in a form that. shoil-s the
effects of the ~ariabIes on performance. In figures 2 to 4
are shown curves for eva]uathg some of the @n”LEIry param-
eters that are used in the pr&ipaI performance chart-,
figure 5 (a), from which the jet veIocity is determined. The
fueI-air ratio is evaIuated viith the me of f@-es 6 and 7.

~%ves for obtaining the flight ~~ach number, the values
of 1-~ and the compressor-inlet tot:al pressure for -rarious
vaIues of the factor V. ~~519/T0 are show-n in figure 2. The
compressor-inleti tot aI temperature is obtained from the -raIue
of 1’ and equation (4).

The vaIue of e, which accounts for the effect of the secondary
group of -rariables, is obtained from figwe 3. The quantity e
is given by the relation

•=1—a—~+c

Factor a, which gives the effect of total-pressure drop
through the @et duct. Ap~, is show-n in figure 3 (a). Factor
b, which measures the effect of total-pressure drop through
the combustion chamber 4p2, is introduced in figure 3 (b).
Factor c, which corrects for the difference between the
physical properties of the hot exhaust gases and the cold air
in-roIwd in the computation of the expansion processes
through the turbbe and the e-xhaust nozzIe, is given in
figure 3 (c). In generaI, the vaIue of e is close to unity and
can be taken as equal to unity when a rapid approximation is
desired. In some cases, a change in ~ of 1 percent may,
how-ever, introduce a chmge of sewwd percent in the thrust.

The compressor totaI-presmre ratio is plotted against th~
quantity ~CZ/(l -+ Y) in figure 4. The compressor-shaft
horsepower (and hence the turbine-shaft horsepower) is
computed from equation (3) ancl the ~a]ue of Z. The effect
of the -rariatirm in speci!lc heat. of air dur-@ compression is
neglected in this plot, the maximum error in Z introduced
being about 1 percent for the ra~~e of compressor pressure
ratios shown in figure 4 and for compressor-inlet tempera-
tures up to 550° R.

The vaIue of (pJp~ ,,r plotted against, the factor
T, 1 ‘.

(–)“q’E To l+Y
1s also given in figure 4. The quantity

(PJPJ ,.fisuseful in that it is the compressor pressure ratio for
masirnum thrust per unit mass rate of air flow for any given

m
vaIues of VCqlc# and Y, provided that the chtinge in c -with

o
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change in pressure ratio is negligible. b a system where the
pressure Iosses are Iom, the vaJue of e is close to and generally
slightly greater than unity and -raries inappreciably -with
p?/pl. Yi%en the change in e with pj[pl is appreciable, then

(PJI&r differs skhtk from the compressor press~e ratio
giving maximum thrust per unit mass. rate of air flow. Even
in this case, how-ever, the thrust per unit mass rate of air flow
corresponding to (pz/pl)TCfis generally viithin 1 percent of the
true maximum. Hence, f@re 4 permits a rapid approxima-
tion of the pressure ratio for maximum thrust per unit mass
rate of air flow. The actual compressor pressure ratio p../pI

divided by the quantity @/pl)~ef ckhes the value of X usecI
in figure 5 (a).

The curves in figure 5 (a) are used to determine the jet-

veIocity factor l“-JJ~ J5$ for variom ~alues of the pa-

rameters v,vti -~, ~’,1 519/TO, and X“ or 1[.~. TThen X is Iess
o

than unity, the vaIue of ljX is used because .1” occurs in ,
equation (B43) (appendix L) for figure 5 (a) onIy in the

-ra_l ‘r=_l

‘()
quantity (.Y) “ + “ .i“

Corresponding to the values of

T4
qeqk ~ and X or 1/X, a point. ODthe left-hand set of curves

is determined; then progressing horizontally across the chart
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to the desired VO4’519/T’. line, a second point is Iocat ecl on
the right-hand set of curves. The -rake of the jet-velocity

rfactor V,l ~ ~~ is read as the value of the Iower ab-

scism of the second point. .!t. zero fight. s.pwd, the jet-
veIocit.y factor is read ciirectly as the ordinate of the first
point. located on the left-hand set of curves. The thrust can
then be computed from the due of J’j and equation (la).
As previody mentioned, the -raIue of X is found by &tiding
the compressor pressure ratio pJpl by the value of (pJPI),,~

obtained from figure 4 corresponding to the vaIues of the
parameters qc, q,, e, T,, TO, ancl l-’ being consicIered.

In figure .5 (a) for given values of q,, ~Z,Tl, TO,and 1“, if e
remains constant as @pl (or .17 variesf theu the variation

T4
of Vj with yJpl occurs along a constant ~,vie TOline. For

this case (pJpl).=~, which is a function of e, remains constant
and the ma.xirnwn value of Vi occurs at a value of pz~p~

equal to @2/pllref. .lctudly, howeyer, as pJpl ~aries, the
T,

value of e changes slightly and hence q.~cc— cha~~es, with
TO

the result that the variation in V, with pJpl does not. occur
T,

along a constant q,~te ~c line. .Mso (pJpl),,~ is no longer

constant as pJpl -raries and the value of X“ at any given
PJPI must he evaluated using the (pJp,),ef -raIue determi~ed
at the given pz~pl. For this case of varuy@ e, the -ralue of
(P2/Pl)reJ evalUakl at any P2/PI k a eke appr~~imatkn to

the pJpl giting maximum Vfi
For a case in which qc ~aries with pz/pl, sknikr considera-

tions appIy as for the case of e varying with PJP1.
.4s an exarnpIe of the use of figures 2, 4, and 5 (a) for a

rapid approximate computation of the thrust per unit mass
rate of air flow F/iII., a case is co~~iderecl in which the
foIIowing concIitions are given:

Exhaust-nozzle velocity coeficien$ ~F---------------------- O. 95

compressor adiabatic efficiency, T,_________________________ 0-85

Turbine total efficiency, qt________________________________ O. 90

Turbioe-inlet temperature, Tl, OR-------------------------- 2000
Ambient-air temperature, TO, ‘R--------------------------- 500
Airplane velocit~, 1’., ftjsec_______________________________ 733
Compressor pressure ratio, ~Jpl ____________________________ 4

From the assumption that e is equaI to 1, F/.iU= is then
evaIuated using these given quantities as follows:

V,#519/T& ft~sec_________________________________________747
Y (from fig. 2)____________________________________________0-0S9

T4
Tcvle --------------------------------------------------Ta 3.06

T; 1 z

H~’~”z7 1+1’
_________________________________________ 2.58

(P~/~l)re~ (from fig. ~)------------------------------------ 5.25
I/X= (p,ipI) .,~/(P~PI) ------------------------------------ L 31

vl=– rom fig. 5(a)), ft./see ______________________,? ~ ## (f 2000
vi, ft/sec ________________________________________________ 2132
F/.M= (from equation (la)), lb/(slug/see) ------------------- 1399

~ubsequent charts and discussion introduce corrections
that permit a high degree of accuracy when desired.

‘The losses in kinetic energy in the turbine passages appear
as heat energy in the gas leaving the turbine. This energy

ww2G5~ll

wiJ.I be termed “turbine-Ioss reheat.. ” In the further expans-
ion of the gas in passing through the exhausi nozzle, some
of the turbine-Ioss reheat is recovered as additional kinetic
energy of the jet. If, however, the -reIocity at. the turbine
outIet is substantially equal to the final jet veIocity, no
further expansion occum and no kinetic energy is recovered
from the turbine-loss reheat. The curves of figure 5 (a) -
correspond to this case. The ratio of the increase in jet
velocity to the final jet ~eIocity AT”JT”j (I”j determined from
fig. 5 (a)), obtatied when the veIocity at. the turbine outlet

V, is Iess than the flnaI jet velocity, is shown in figure 5 (b).
The curves presented in this figure are based on a value of
spectic heat at. constant pressure for exhaust gas equaI to
8.9 Btu per sIug ,per “F.

.L79

~\l’ h l\ffi ’...,,...,..

,,,.-.!,, ,,, ,, –!. ,

3456789

(b) Correction to jet ‘n?hcity due co reheat in turbine. (cP,,, s.9 Btu/@ag)~ F))

FIGmE &—Concluded. Chart for determining jet vebeicy.

Ti’hen C, VJ1’f is 1, then for all -dues of turbine total
eficieuey A~”J/~’f is O (fig. 5 (b)). &oj A~”J/~T1approaches
O as turbine totaI efficiency approaches I for alI -raIues of
~,l~~d because turbine-loss reheat. approaches O ~ith in-
crease in turbine total eflkienc-y.

For a gi~en turbine total efieiency, the smaLler the ~alue
of CFlrJITj, the greater is the recovery of turbine-loss reheak
as is evident from i@re 5 (b). Decrease in turbine-outIet
-relocity ~’~is obtained by an increase in annular area s-wept
by the turbine blades. Blade stress is one of the principal
limitations on blade height and thus on blade-annulus area.

The compressor-outIet, totaI temperature T: plotted
against the factor TO(1+ lT+.Z) is shown in figure 6. T@.
curve incIudes the -rariation in specific. beak of air during
compression and was computed using reference 6. The
~a.riation in specific heat is accounted for in this case, ~hereas
it k neglected in figure 4 because the error introduced in the
evaluation of the temperature rise during compression by the
assump t ion of a constank value of specitk heat is much
greater than the error introduced by the same assumption
in the evacuation of the compressor power.
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The fuel-air-ratio factor VJ is plotted in figure_ 7 against
T,– T2 (total-temperature rise in combustion chamber) for
various vtilues of T,. These curves were based on the latest
available information on specific heats of air and exhaust-
gas mixtures (reference 7) and are for a fuel having a lower
heating vduc A of 18,900 Btu per pound and a hydrogen-
carbon ratio of 0.185. For fuek having other values of h,
the value of j given in figure 7 is corrected accurately by
muIt iplying it by the factor 18,900/~. The effect of hyclrogen-
carbon ratio of fuel on .f is generally small, ancl for a
range of hydrogen-carbon ratios from 0.16 to 0.21, the error
clue to the deviation from the value of 0.185 is less than one-
half of I perccn~. The fuel consumption per unit mass rmte

I of air flow is obt ainecl from the value of j rinrl equation (5].
In the prc.ceding discussion of the charts, the cffwL of lhe

mass of injected fuel was no L mentioned. It is shown in
appendix B that the effect of the added fucl on the j CL
veIocity can be taken into account by substituting the prod-
uct of turbine total efficiency qI and (1 +~) for the WIUC of
q, in the clmrts. This adjushnent occurs k figure 4 in Lho

The value of ~“j determined is then used in equalion (Il.)),
-which i~cludes effect of added fuel.
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.

FIGm~ i. —Chart for determining fuel-air mtio for rsrious Fakes of L& in total temperature through combustion chamber and ~aIms of

aamb~.tion-ehamber+utlet toted tempxature. (b,18,S03BwTb).

(.~ Mm by Wim print of this eharf is amilable upon request from XACA.)
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E.xAMPLE OF USE OF CHARTS

The use of figures 2 to 7 in evaluating such performance
values m compressor-shafL horsepower, fuel consumption,
jet w?loc.ity, thrust per unit mass rate of air flow, thrust
horsepower, and specific fuel consumption is illustrated in
the following example. The method. of accounting for
adclecl fuel mass and turbine-loss reheat is also shown. The
example is basecl on a system having the foJJowing engine
and flight operating conditions:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

I0.
11.

12.

Compressor aciiabatic efficiency, qC----------------------

Turbine totai efficiency, 76------------------------------

Combustion efficiency, qb-.---. --------------------— ---
Exhaust-nozzle velocihy coefficient, C--------------------

Airplane velocity, 1’., ft./see ______________________________

Compressor total-pressm~ ratio, p2/pl --------------------

Ambient-air pressure, po, in. big-----------------------

Ambient-air temperature, T’0, OR--__ .-___ -._.. -----_-..> ----
Combustion-chamb er-out[et tot al temperature, Tl, OR... __

Total-pressure drop through inlet duct, Apd, in. Hg------
Total-pressure drop through combustion chamber, APZ,

in. ll~---__ .-. ---- _.--- —---__ ---_ --___ --_.=-------...
Lower heating value of fuel, h, Btu/lb ------------------

Determination of Y and flight Mach number
Elorn items 5 and S
13. Vo11519/T0,ft/see_---- _-.-- _--.. --_--__ ——----------
From item 13 and figure 2
14. I'. ---_. --. __-. -.. ----. ---== =---= -------e----= -----
15. Flight Mach number--- ..-- _.--- . ..-_ ---- —-------------

Determination of Z and P,
Item 6 read on figure 4 determines

0.80
0.90
0.97
0.96
733

6
29.9
519

1960
0.5

3.
18,500

.733

0.0861
0.656

16. *Y _____________________=---- ____ -_ - _-—_______---------- 0.669

From items 16, 14, and 1
17. Z--_. -______ -__- _---. -------_ e_______________________ O. 908
Using items 17 and 8 in equation (3) gives the compressor-shaft
horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow
18. P,/JU., hp/(slug/sec)------------------------------------ 5153

Determination off and W,/.iiIa
From items 8, 14, and 17
19. 7’.(1+ Y+ Z), OR------------------------------------------- 1035
Using item 19 and figure 6
20. T,, OR. . ..--- _-_. -... -___ ---_____ ---_~e --------------- 1025
From items 20 and 9
21. T,– T,, OF___________________________________________ 935
From items 21, 9, and figure 7
22. q,f------------------------------------------------ 0.01372
Iteme 22 and 3 give
23. ~_-_ -_-__ --------------------= --------------------- 0.0M14
Because the lower heating value. of the fuel is ewal to 18,500
BtLI per pound (item 12), item 23 has to be multiplied by the

18,900
factor —

18.500
and the adjusted va.iue is

24. j--__ :_. ----__ ._-. _____ .__se_____--______ -_.. -.L ___ 0.01445
From item24andequation (5)
25. Hr~/Ma, (lb/h) /(siug/sec) ____-.-_____ -__. _"______________ 1675

Determination of factor e
From items 7, 10, and 11
26. &pd/pO. --.__ --__. ----------------------------=---=---- 017
27. Apl/po ----------------------------------------------- 0.10.
Fronfigure 2 and item 13

28. Pl+APa ----------- . ----------------------------—---- 1..335
PO

and using item 26 with item 28 gives
29. p;/p0------------------------------------------------ 1.318

Using items 29 and 6
30. pllpo_________________________________________________7.91

From items 26 and 29
31. APJ/P, -------------------------------------------- 0.013
w-hereas from items 27 and 30
32. AP~P,_____________________________ ______________________0.013
From items 14 and 16
33. Y+qc-z ---------------------------------------------- o-~1~
Itetis-31and 33inf&ure 3 (a) give
34. a--------------------------------------------------- 0.005
Using item_s32and 33infigure3 (b) gives
35. b-_-__=----------------------------- -------------------- 0.005
When items 9, 24, anc130are used in figure3 (c)
36. C--__----.-_____a__-.._____---______--_-_-=---------- 0.035
From itenis34,35, and36
37. f=l–o.oo5–o.oo5+-o.035______ ..-.-------—--—---- 1.025

Determination of (pJpl),.jand X

Gsingitenti 1, 2, 37, 9, S, and 14givm

()12
38 w,+ ~ --. ---__ ----- __________-_— _____2. 363

From item 38 and figure 4
39. (p2/p1),@f___-._____ -_-- ________ -______ --___ =---------- 4.50
From iteas_6, 39, andthe definitionof parameter X
40. .Y_________________________________________________ 1.333

Determination of ~~~,F/.Ua, and other performance param-
eters when effects of added fuel and of turbine-Ioss
reheat are neglected

LTsingiten~s1, 2, 37, 9, and 8 gives

2. 7s741. W&-------- ------------------------------------

From item@ l,40, 13, and figure5 (a), thcjet-vcioci t~factork

42 “1%%
ft/see_----.- __--- __-_----- —------- 1S06

and from items 42, 1, 2, 4, and 8
43. T’j, ft/sec -------------------------------------------- 20!1
The net thmst per unit mass rate of air flow is obtained from
items 43, 5, and equation (la)
44. F/.V., lb/(si~lg/scc)------------------------------------ 1311
The ttmust horsepower per unit mass rate of air flow-is calculated
from items 44, 5, and equation (2)
45. thp/Ma, tI~l>/(slug/sec) ---------------------------------- 17-17
From items 25 and 44
46. W}/F, (1~/hr)/lb thrust ------------------------------ L 27s

and from items 25 and 45
47. lVJthp, lb/tllp-hr _____________________________________ 0, 959

Effect of mass of added fuel and of turbine-loss reheat on
T7fand F/.&la

W%m more aecurtt o results are desired, the calruk tions
are made taking into account the effect of the mass of fuel
introcIuced and the effect of turbine-Ioss rekt. TIM PITCCL
of the fuel on jet velocity is handkd by substituting the
product of the turbine total efficiency v; and (1 +~) for
the value of Tl, which will now bc done for the cMe jUSL
ccmsicleved.
~rom items 21 and 3S

()
12

48. mw~~ ~ -.-- __. -._____ - _--- _----- —------—- 2,396

From figure 4 the corl espcnding
49. (P2/p1)r,r___________________________________________ 4.61
From items. 6 and +9
50. x-------------------------------------------------- .1.30
Similarly with the effect of fuel flow include(i, item -t1 becomes

T4
51. q,qiE ~ --------------------------------------------- 2.827

so that from items 50, 51, 13, and figure 5 (a)

4-d-
519

52. ~’i ~ ~, ft/sec---______ ---_ -_---_ -_–— -------- 1832

Again in order to account for the effect of f’ud by an
adjustment of the v ~term
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53. T’j, ft~ec ---------------------------------------------- 2065
which differs from item 43 by 1 percent.

The effect of turbine-loss reheat. may be important when
q~ is considerably less than unity and the velocity at the
turbine outlet is appreciably Iess &an the final jet veIocit-y.
In the example b~~ discussed, the assumption is made
that the turbine is designed to ha-i-e an outlet velocity
54. 1-5,ftlsec ____________________________________________ ’700
Then from items 4, 53, and 54
55. c, T'dT",_____________________________________________0.33
From items S, 9, and 17

T4
56. ~Z ________________________________________________ 4.16

Using items 2, 55. and 56 in figure 5 (b} gives
57. A1'J/t-i ---------------------------------------------- 0.012
and from item~ 53 and 57
5S. A~ri, ft/sec ___________________________________________ 25

Using items 5S and 53 gives
59. Corrected T-,, ft/see ---------------------------------- 2090
Thus in this ease, turbine-loss reheat provides an additiond
I-pereent incremeintbewdueof Vi.

The thrllst per unit mass rate ofair ilow is obtained from
iterm 59, .5, ancf equation (lb) as
60. F/.]l=, lbl(slug/sec)------------------------------------ 1357

which is comparable with a ralue of 1311 (item 44! ~
which the eEects of fuel and reheat m-ere negIected.
From equation (2) anditems60and5
61. thp/.lf., thp/(slu~ec] _________________________________ 180S
and usiug items 25 and 60 gives
62. Kf/F,flb/~)/lb _______________________________________ L234
and items 25 and 61 gise
63. Tf/lkp,lb/thp-hr ------------------------------------- 0-926

T~RBOJET.ENGINE PERFORMANCE

b order to iJJustrate the performance and some of the
characteristics of the turbojeL erugine, several gases are pre-
sented. First, the characteristics of a turbojet system
operating mith fixed component efficiencies o~-er a range of
Hightamlengineope ra.tingconditions are discussed. These
characteristics pertain to a series of turbojet engines whose
design-point conditions at any operating point are equaI to
the gi-ren conditions at that operating point. Second, the
characteristics of a turbojet engine -with a gi-ren set of
matched components operating over a range of flight and
engine operating conditions are cliscussed. For this case a

method of matching components and determining the inter-
relation between component characteristics and their effect
on orer-aII engine performance, as operating conditions vary,
is presented.

DESIGS-POINT EXGIXES

For tLe purpose of iUustrat&~ the manner in which the
thrust per unit mass rate of =ir flow and the specific fuel
consumption are influenced b-y compressor pressure ratio,
combustion-chamber-outlet temperature, flight speed, and
ambient-air temperature, the following fixed parameters are
assumed:
Compressor adiabatic efEciency, n-------------------------- 0-85
Turbine total eficiency, qt--------------------------------- 0-90
Combustion efEciency, ok_________________________________ O. 96
Exhaust-nozzIe velocity coefficient, Cc---------------------- 0-97
Lower heating value of fuei, h, Btu/Ib _____________________ 1S, 90Q
Correction factor, s--------------------------------------- L 00

These compressor and turbine efficiencies are not mrea-
sonabIy high when it is considered that in the definition of
these efficiencies the compressor and the turbine are credited
with the kinetic energy of the gases at. the compressor and
turbine outlets, respectively.

The computecl turbojet performance in this ilIustrat ive case
inclucles the effect of the mass of added fuel.

‘The -dues of component efficiencies and c. for any gi-ren
turb~jet er@e ~ary with altitude and flight speed. In the
present computtitions, the component efficiencies ancl e were
ass~ed const~t at tlie -ralues listed. Computations were
a]so made for a case in -AicL the variatiun of e with comp-
ressor pressure ratio is co-=~idered.

The specific fuel consumption and the thrust per unit mass
rate of air flow plotted against. the compra~sor pressure ratio
for various -ralues of combustiomchamber-outIet tempera-
Lure are shown in Hgure S for several combinations of arnbienb
temperature and airpIane wIocity. ..-! Iine for compressor
pressure ratios giving maximum thrust per unit mass rate of
air flow (X”= 1) is ako included in the figure. Figure S (a),

3EEEEEE

pzlpl
(a)J-..Ofeet wr seconf~ To,51W R.

FIGURE 8.-@eci6c fud ronaumf.rion and thrust per unitmass rate Of air flow for rarious
mmuiwssorPrI’ssure ratios arid mmbmtion~bmber~>~tlet tern.rerat ures for iUust rati w

case. (77., 11.w, q,, O.al;nb,0.90:(7,,0.9z k,IS,WBtwlb; E, LW

which is for T“aof Ofeet per second and To of 5190 R, includes
a curve for T1 of 1960° R -w-here the variation in e with

P21PI ~S considered. For this curve, constant values of
ApJpl of 0.03 and ApJp2 of 0.04 were chosen because these-
-dues give a value of e of 1.00 at a pressure ratio of abou~
5.6. .It pressure ratios greater than 5.6, the values of e
are greater than 1.00. The wahre of compressor pressure
ratio for a maxinmq value of F/.3L is greater for the case
where e varies with pressure ratio than for the case whsre e
is assumed consta.n$ and the peak vaIue of F/31a for the&t
case is sIightIy great er than that. for the second case (fig. 8 (a)).
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.P2/Pi

(b) V.,733feet per secoud: To. 519”R
(c)V.,733feet~erseeoml:To,412°R.

F[GURE 8.—Concluded,

The .Smnpressor pressure ratio ad spccitl[c fucI consump-
tion plotted rrgainst thrust per unit mass rate of air flow irl
figure 9 is a repIot of figure 8. .k sctil~ of the power sprcific
fuel coggumption in pounds per thrust horsepower-liour is

added on figures 8 (b) rmcI 9 (b), which tire for l“a of 733 fec t
per secoficl and TOof 519° R, w1(I on figures 8 (c] nrrd 9 (c],
which me for I’o of 733 feet per second rrn(l To of 412° R.

It. is U.ustratt!d in figures 8 WIC1 9 tl~ti~ LIMJ Ininklum SIX’Cifir
fuel consump Lion occurs at a higher eompro.ssor pressure
r~tio than maximum thrust per unit. mass rnto of air ffo}v.
When ~i~h thrust per unit mt~ss rate of air flow ralh~r than
low spccifk fuel consumption is the prinmry consider fit.ion,
iL is -apparent from figures 8 amf 9 Lhat liig]l cond~ustion-
chamk-outlet temperat urcs sho Lildbe used. Higl~ tllrl.lst is
the more importtiu~ comicleratiorl in trike-off, climb, an~l
maximum-speed operation<

The.curves of figure 9 shotv tha L}vith HOlimitation on the
compreKror pressure ratio> as the conll}ustion-cl] al]ll~cr-olltl[’t
temperature is increased from the minimum vaIue required
to produce a thrust, the thrust per unit mass rate of air flo~v
i-rlcleasi; snd the specific fuel con.sumpt ion decreases lirlt~l
the tenl”jjera ture giving ~inimuti specific fuel consump t ion
is reached. Increasing the temperature further resuIts in
both increased thrust per unit. mass r~tc of air flow and
specific. fueI consumption. This kmprraturc for n~ilkin~un~
specific.”fuel consumption is less”than 1460° R for figure 9 (a],

24[’

I
—~rrl

36”-

.%?

420
.,

-WI--I-k-l

“-w] -1-~’””1
24 26.@

(d t’., flfeet per second;T~ 519”R.
FIGURE 9.—Compn?ssor prewu’e ratio and s[,eeiflc [ml consumpffon for wAous thrusts w

unit msss rate of air flow and combustion -eImmbcr.outlet tempm’aturw km illustrat[w case.

(?Ic, 0.8fi 71,,0.90; rr~, 0.9% C,, 1).fJZh,l&%’lJ BtU/!i3 e, LWJ)
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F..iL., h ihrus Tf(sluqs/see)

i2

I I \llil
t 1/1 I/t

/1 F
I / /.Zw&?

(h)1.”.,733fwt per second; Te, 51S’R.

[c] 1“q 733 feet per secand: Z’c, 412° R.

FIGCRE 9.—Concbxied.

abou~ 2210” R for figure 9 (b), and 1710° R for figure 9 (e),
indicating that. a-t some comlt ions the temperature for
minimum specfic fuel consumption is less than the terupera-
ture limit imposed by strength-temperature characteristics
of turbine materials.

If the avaiIabIe compressor pressure ratio is Iimited, the
combustion-chamber-outlet. temperature for minimum spe-
cfic fvel consumption is sensiti~e to the other operating
conditions. For example, at a Iimitingcompressor pressure

ratio of ~, minimum specific fueI consumption occurs at a.
temperature below the Iowest dues showm in Q-me S. If
the Iimiting compressor pressure ratio is 8, the combustion-
chamber-out let tempera.t ure for minimum specific fuel con-
sumption is just slightly less than the IowesL temperature
shown in figure 8 (c) for an ambient temperature of 412.0 R
but. approaches an intermediate -ralue of approximately
1710° R for an ambient. temperature of 519° R (fig. B (b)).
Although nob shown, the optimum combustion-chamber-
outIet temperature is ako sensitive to the efficiencies of the
components of the turbojet e@ne.

In figure 10 (a.), the power specific fueI consumption and
the thrust per unit mass rate of air flow are plotted against
airpIane -relocity at ambient temperatures of 412° and 519° R
for the folIowing cases:

(a) Compressor pressure ratio chosen to give maximum
thrust per unit mass rate of air flow (X=1)

(b) Compressor pressure ratio chosen to give minimum
specific fueI consumption

20

f.8

~ /.6
$-
z
z 1.4
~

e L2
<~

$ /.0

.8

.6

i?..ffa

:.2’000
G-J
>
y 180U
>
~
~ 1600
$

~ j4Qo

8 ‘Zaa

}OQQ
2L70 320 4ao 500 600 ~aa m 9u0 iaaa fmo mu

Airpiam vefacity, T>, ff/sec

(8) Power specific fuel masumpt ion and thrust Wr znit mass mts of air flow at rarious

aiq]laxre relocitiw.

FIGURE 10.—Perfmmance at conditions for minimnn specihc fuet cormunptimr ad for pres-

sure ratia. g-ving msxfmmn thrust per unit mw rateof air flow [~= 1} fw illustrztire
casw. (T~, MS” It; q.. 0.%; q,, 0.$%vi. 0.9> C’, 0-97;L I%W BWlb; e, 1.02)
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(b) Compressor pressweratios and Xatvariow airpl&ne \Telociti-.
FIGURE 10.--Concluded.

The. power specific fuel consumption for case (a) is between
1.5 ancl 23 percent higher than for case (b) for airplane
velocities between 300 ancl 800 feet per se~oncl; the percentage
difference in powrer specific fuel consumption is greater at
the lower airplane velocities and at the lower ambient
temperatures.

The thrust per u~lit mass rate of air flow k between z 1

and 31 percent, higher for case (a) than for case (b) for
airplane velocities between 300 and. 800 fe.ci per second;

the greater percentage clifference in .ihrust per unit mass
rate, of air flow occurs at the Iower airplane velocities and
the lower ambient temperatures.

ThcI compressor pressllre ratios aqcl- the values of X that
are associated with. the. performance values given in figure
10 (a) are presentc~l in figure 10 (b). The large increase in
required pressure ratio from the condition of X7=1 to the
conclitlion of minimum specfic fuel consumption is noted.

In figures 8 to 10, it WaS assumed that, the compressor
adiabatic efficiency remains constant at 0.S5 regardless of
pressure, ratio. & the desirecl pressure ratio is increased,

however, it becon~es il~creasingk dificult tO cIesign a Com-
pressor to maintain a high wliabvtic efficiency; a reduction
in compressor adiabatic efficiency may therefore be expectect.
The reduction in the obtainable corn~ressor adiabatic effi-
ciency with increase in pressure rati-o reduces the gains
derivecl from increase in pressure ratio ancl hence. rccluces
the value of the optimum pressure ratio.

This condition is ill~lstrated in figllre N k which a turbojet
engine equipped with a multistage axiaI-ffow compressor
having a polytropic efficiency v,,. of o.~~ is considered- The
other parameters of the turbojet engine are the same as for
figure 8 (c). Figllre 11 shows th.e.over:~~ acfiahtrtic efficiency

of the compressor, the thrust specific fllel collsumpt.ion of tbc
engine, and the thrust per unit mass rate of air flow plotted
against pressure ratio. The pressure ratio is increased by

adding stages to the compressor. Although tllc poiytropie
efficiency is held constant, the over-cdl compressor Irdiabatic
efficiency decreases with increase in pressur{c ratio. At a
pressur~ ratio of 5, the compressor adiabatic. ifflcicncy is

0.8-5, th.e~value used in the computation for flgurcs 8 to 10.
The dashed curves on figure 1I are taken from figure 8 (c),
For the” range of combustion-chamber-o ~ltlet tcm]jcr~turm
T1 shown, the vaIue.s of compressor pressure rcrtios for maxi-
mum F/.W= and minimum ~1’JF are lower for the ease v’hcIl
the reduction in compressor adiabatic ~efllcicncy with in-
creased pressure ratio is considered th~n those for the case
of conshmtl compressor adiabatic efficiency of 0.85. This
change ill pressure rrttios for maximum F/.ilfti and minimum
WJF is more pronounced at the higher values of T,.

The curves in figure 11 pertain to the increase in pressure
ratio that, is obtained by increasing [he number of stages.
In a turbojet engine Lraving a given compressor, an imremc

in pressure ratio is obtained by an increrrse in rotational

speed. l%gh rotational speeds are usually accompanied by

a reduction in c.omprcssor adiabatic effic~iewy. This case is

discussed in greater detail later.
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The effect of increase in pressure ratio on turbine efficiency
is a more complex matter and is not considered in detail
herein. An increase in the number of turbine stages with a
constant pressure ratio aricl effieienc~ per stage results in an

increase in over-all turbine eficienc~. There is a tendency,

however, to design for increased pressure ratio per stage in

addition to increasing the number of stages when increased

oTer-aU pressure ratios are desired, in order to economize

on the size a~d the weight of the turbine. Operation at
increased pressure ratio per stage may result in some reduc-
tion in turbine efficiency per stage, -which may offset gains
obtainecl from the increased number of stages. The net
etiect on the over-alI turbine eficiency depends on the
compromise between pressure ratio per st~oe and number
of stages.

EXGIXE WTTH GIVEN”SET OF MATCFIED COMPOA-E&-TS

The points on the cur-me of figures 8 to 11 relate to a series

of txrbojet engines in which the components are changed to

provide the desired characteristics at each point. it is of

some interest to examine o~er a variety of operatkg con-

ditions the characteristics of a turbojet engine hating a

given turbine and compressor.

The performance characteristics of the enggne depend on

the performance characteristics of the particular compressor,

combustion chamber, and turbine chosen; the essentiaI

trends, how-ever, may be demonstrated by a consideration

of several illustrative cases. The characteristics of a typical

turbine. cent rifugal-ff o w compressor, and a.xial-flom com-

pressor are shown in figures H to 14 followed by plots (figs.

1fi and 16) of the performance characteristics of two turbojet

engines incorporating these components, the first enagine
ut iIizing the centrif ugaI-fIow compressor and the second
utilizing the axial-flow compressor. The characteristics of
the components discussed are pureIy illustrative and are
not. to be interpreted as indicati~e of the best performance
obtainable. The discussion is simplified by neglecting the
mass of fuel iU evaluatkg the twbine output. and by assuming
the pressure drop through the combustion chamber propor-
tional to the combustion-chamber-inIet pressure. The
errors introduced by these simplifications are too small to
intluence the basic trends illustrated. In the computation
of the performance of the turbojet engines, the folIotirg
parameters are assumed:
Combustion effieienc~,Tb___________________________________0.96
Exhaust-rwzzle ~-elocit~coefficient, C,______________________ O.97
Lower heating value of fuel, h, Btu/lb__ -____________ -______ 18, 900

The variation in e is taken into account in these calculations.

Turbine characteristics, —The performance charmteristics
of a typical single-stage turbine of low reaction are shown
in figure 12. The mass flow of gas through the turbine is
presented in figure 12 (a) by a pIoL of .Zlfz&/8k against pJp5,,
at various values of the ratio of turbine-blade speed to tur-
bine jet. veIocity uI’I’,. The turbine jet -reIocity V, is cle-
fked as the theoretical jet velocity de~eloped by a gas ex-
panding isentropicaIIy through the turbine nozzle from
turbine-idet totaI temperature and pressure to turbine-
outlet static pressure. The vaIues of the upper abscissa
T7,JJZ4 corresponding to the values of p,lp,,~ are obtained
from the 7eIocity equation

The dues of the upper ordinate kfrl’J& are obtained
from the producb of .3_fz&J& and V~.& For pressure

ratios across the turbine greater than 2.5, khe Talue of

M.&$& is constant (that is, choking occurs at the turbine

nozzle).

The turbine total efficiency ~, is principa~y a function of

the ratio of turbine-blade speed to turbine jeb veIocity u/Vz

P.rP5,,

I t

Iii i
~(b)t I

,.
52 .3 .4 .5 .6’ .7 .8

(a)Masa-130w charwteristies.

(b) EDiciency characteriaties.

FIGURE 12.–Cbaractwisfics of single-stage turbhe.
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and to a lesser extent a function of the pressure ratio and
Reynolds number. The relation between total efficiency,
bIade-to-jet speed ratio, ancl pressure ratio is given in fig-
ure 12 (b), the Reynolck number effect being omitted in this’
analysis. The .turbiue-shaf L efficiency ~,,,, ako shown in
figure 12 (b), is cleflnecl as

(6)

In this definition the turbine is not cre-dited with the kinetic
power corresponding to tb e a~crage axial velocity of the gas

at the turbine outlet. In the plot of % against u/Vi in
u/ Vt

figure 12 (b), the effect of pl/ps,$ is so slight tl.mt only a sin-—

gle curve is shotl;n. The factors ~~~fi and u/V, are single-

valufd functions of each other.
Compressor characteristics. —In compressor practice it is

convenient to d’efine the slip factor K, as

(7)

The conventional presentation of performance curves for a
typical centrifuged-ffow compressor is given in figure 13 and
for an axial-flow compressor in figure 14. The compressor
pressure ratio ~Jpl, adiabatic efficiency ~,, and slip fag$or
K. are plotted againsL mass-flow factor Ala ~@I’&,for various
values of tip-speccl factor [7.,TIT.

n
/0 .9 ‘[o

K. 9 .9 K,

.8 .6’
0.

. .. . .

e

w

7

6

4:4

<i?

36

.7P

P, ~~
1%

FIGUFCK13.–Chwacteristics of centrifugal.flow compressor.
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FIGURE 14.— Characteristics of axial-flow complcssor,

As the tip speed of the. centrifugal-flow comprmsor in-
creases {fig. 13)~both the pressure ratio and mass [low can Ijc
increased however, the compressor efficiency dccrrascs. .!t a
given tip spew, a reduction in mass flow by throttling t}~e
compre%=or outlet results in an incre&e in pressure ratio and
efficiency to peak values. Sttlling of the compressor mccorrL-
panied b~ surging.of the flow occurs at excessive throttling to
the positions indicated by the surge line.

The characteristic curves for the axial-flow compressor
(fig. 14). are similar in trend to those for th(’ cel~trif[lgal-fl.o.,v
compresi-or with the exceptions that high vfIicicncics cnn hc
obt?ined.it the high tip speeds; operation at a given high tip
speecl is-limited to a mlwh narrower range of mass flo~v; at :&
given tip. speed, pressure ratio and dleicucy (Iecrcftso more
rapidly from the optimum value with change in mass flow;
and the value of the slip factor K. varies appreciably frcm
unity,

The axtial-flow compressor shows loss loss in efhcirncy tl~a~~
the centrif ugd-flow compressor with increase in prmsu m
ratio in the mnge of operation shown. The axial-[]ow com-
pressor has the advantage. over the single-stage cwntrifugcd-
flow compressor in that it. can be designed to maintuin lfiglI
o~er-dl efficiency at any desired pressure ratio by provit]ing
a sufficient number of high-efficiency stagw. For tllc
centrifugal-flow compressor an increase in prmure r~at io is
obtained by an increase in tip sped and INwcw veIocilics a L
the impelkr exit, which are in the transonic and supersonic
ranges, are ewmtually ini’olved, The prohIem arisws of CQIL-
verting deficiently these high velociLiw into pressure in the
diffuser sectiol~ of the compressor.
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Matching turbine and compress or.—.$ compressor and a
turbine selected for the engine have to be so matched tlmt
the mciss-flon- factor of the tmbine Afgy~~l& ~ co~istent
with tha~ of the compressor W=~@/~~when the compressor is
operating at its design point and the engine is operating at
design temperatures, tight. speed, and rdtitucle. The mass-
fio-w factor of the turbine being a function of turbine-nozzle
area necessitates thk area to be adjusted to gi~e the desired
turbine mass-flow factor.

The turbine, whose characteristics are presented in figure”
lQ, is a~eac{v ~atrbed Mth both the centrifugal-flow and“
axial-flow compressors for a design-point temperature ratio
T4/T, of 4.0. The sizes of the compressors were specially
chosen so that the same turbine could be matched with both
compressors. The design point of each compressor was
chosen at the nm.xirnum tip-speed factor l?)A% and at- a
pressure ratio permitting operation sufEcientIy far from the
surge line to ticure stable operation over a wide range of
conditions off the design point. For the wmtrifugal-flow

compressor, the value of the design pressure ratio is 4.1, and
for the axial-flow compressor it is 3.3.

The lines of constant temperature ratio TdT, for a matched
compressor arid turbine set are included on the plots of figures
13 and 14. These lines are obtainecl as follows: When the
difference between .JI. and .llr is neglected,

If r represents the ratio of the drop in combustion-chamber
toted pressure to the compressor-outlet total pressure, then

or

(8)

.It rotor speeds of the turbojet engine where choking of
the flow at. the turbine nozzle occurs, the value of .JIZ3[~&i84
becomes constant (for example, in the region of pressure
ratios PJP5,, above 2.5 for the turbine as shown in fig. 12 (a)).
When this constant due of Jlg\[%/& is substituted iU~O

equation (s) and a value is assumed for r, it is possible to
compute the \-aIue TJ T, for desired design -i-alues of J1=7G1/61
aml pilp,. h tlw nonchoki~~ zone, the vaIue of llZ~%&l& is
not so easdy determined ancl the more gene~aI method
described in appenclk C is used.

Engine with centrifugal-flow compressor.—In a turbojet

engine, the compressor po~er ~ equal to tbe t~~bine po~er;

hence from equations (6) and Q)

[The diilerence between Ma ancl AI. has been neglected.)
‘l% factor B, which is the ratio of the compressor tip speed U
ka the turb;me-blacle speed u, is a ccmstcmt for any given

turbojet engine; so equation (9) becomes

.( )
hQY=; ; ‘7,. (10)

1’7,’‘ and

()
An-y value of K, thus determines the value of nt,, ~

hence, from figure 12 (b), determines the dues of u~~’t a.ncl

also determines the values of q’ and q~,s when the eftect of

pressure ratio across the turbine is neglectecl. .< value of B
equaI to 1.?i~ w-as chosen for the engine with a centrifugal-
How compressor. For a compressor for which K. is nwmly
constant, the turbine operates at nearIy constant bIa&to-jet
speecl ratio and hence nem-ly constant turbine. efficiency over
the entire operating range of the engine. For example, over
the operating range of the centrifugal-flow compressor under
discussion, the \-aIue of the slip factor K. ~aries bet~ee-n. 0.S0
and 0.95. The corresponding turbine total efficiencies
obtained from equation (10) ancl figure 12 (b) are shown
ploited in figure 13 for two dues of pJp~,,. The value of q,
is substantially constant over the entire range of operation,
as shown in figure 13.

.~t. any given rotative speed and compressor-inlet tempera-
ture 2’1, increasing the cornbustion-chmnbm-outlefi tempera-
ture T1 is equivalent to throttling the compressor. Thk
increase in T; causes an increase in compressor pressure ratio
and acLiabatic eflkiency until peak values are reachecl. Ex-
cessive comb~~tion-cha.mb er-outIet temperature carries oper-
ation past peak conditions to slwging.

Operation at an-y point shown in figure 13 at given t&ht
conditions requires a specific exhaust-nozzIe area. Thus
every point in figure 13 is a possible operatkg point pro-i-ided
the turbojet engine k equipped with a ~ariable-area exhaust
nozzle.

Rlen the engine is protided with a fked-area exhaust
nozz~e, then, for any given fhght Mach nm.her, operation
at any one tip-speed factor ~/l@ is limited to one value of
pz[pl. For the engine equipped with the components show-n
in figures 12 and_ 13, an e.xhau&-nozzIe area of 1.42 square
feet is requirecl for operation at the design conditions
(PJP,, 4.1; r~l?%, 1600 ft/see; T~/T~, 4.0; and 1-, 0.1).
Figure 13 shows the lines of operat io~ of the en=gineequipped
with a tlxed-area exhaust. nozzle for values of 1“ of O and 0.1.
(.The method used to determine ~h=e fin- is described fi

apperidk D.) In the region of high rotative speeds, the
jet -i-elocity becomes supersonic so titit the exhaust nozzle
is choked ancl the fked-area lines for the values of ~ merge
into a singgle cur~e. For a fixed-area exhaust nozzle at any
giren vaIue of T ancl compressor-inlet tempera t:we T1, any
cha~~e in the combustion-chamber-ou tIet temperature T4 is
accompanied by mriat ions in F[3% ant{ p2[pl. ~ the
practical range of operation, an increase in 2’<can onIy be
obtained by increasing tip speecl and compressor pressure
ratio.

The th-rmt factor F/&, the thrust -per-unit-mtiss -rcIt e-cf-air-
flow factor F/Ma ~;&, and the thrust-specific- fuel-consumption .
factor H>/Fl~~ of the ~urbojet engine ~lot tecl against mass-
Bow-factor .Ilfi ~’@/8,in figure 15 correspond to the conclit ions
shown in figure L3 for ~a~ues of 1“ of O and 0.1 (that is, fligh~

Ilach numbers of O and 0.707, resperl ively). The vcilues of

F/81 ancI FIMa~’& increase appreciably with increcise in
T,IT,.
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A.t the high tip speeds, F/M. ~/&f’or constant TJTI decreases
with increase in t.1/&. This eflect is a consequence of the
reduction in compressor efEciene.y that ofkets the effect of
increased pressu~e ratio when U-/& is increased. This
ctkc.t is more pronouncecl. the lower the value of TJTl.
The thrust factor, which is the pro?uc t of F/.Mal/~ and
.WaJ~/61, is hwgely influenced by the increase in mass-flow

factor that accompanies the increase in ~T/~. .lt the higher

vaIues of T4/TI, the thrust factor continues to increase with
increasing ~T/JTl; at intermediate e vaIues of TJT1, the krust

factor peaks at the higher L1/~@, whereas at the lower values
of TJTl, the thrus &factor is decreasing ai high values of
u/-Jg. Every point ou figlwe 15 is a possible opera~ing
point if the engine is provided with a variabIe-area exhuust
nozzIe. A line of fixed-area-exhaust-nozzle operation is also
shown in figure 15.

E
mm

/200

8CQ

43:4 ,6 ,8
/.0 .[2 [4 L6 r!8 20 2,2

(a) 1’,0 (flight Mach number, O).

. ...

For in engine with a fixed-mea exhaust nozzk, the specific
fuel consumption over the entire. operatiug range of Lhccngino
is shown by the dottxxl lines on [he specific-f l]~’I-coris~l~]l]}tiou
plot in figure 15. The point of minimum li\/F1~, corre-

sponding to any value of lT/& T~/Tl, or F/&, .grncra]ly
does not falI on a fixed-mea line, The ~//Fy?l CUrVW
illustrate this statement for values of TJT14 Furthw verify-
ing this statement for t!le other quantities mentioned requires
locating lines of constant LT/l~ or F/&l on the sp~wiflc-fuel-
consumption curves. (These Iines \\rere omitted from the l}lot
for clarity. ) In order to obtain these points of minimum
specific” fuel consumption, a varialk-area exh~iust nozzIr is
required.

A variable-area exhaust, nozzle. 01s0 permits abLaining
maximum F/& when values of TJTl greeter th~~n 4.0 arc
pm+ble ancl the maximum L7/lE is limited,

In many cases for a given ~?/~, minimum li>/~l@

occurs at an intcrmcdizte WIUC of T4/Tl even thol~gh ~c and
pJ&l are kss at, this intermediate T4/Tl thian :1.t a h[g]~t>r

T4/T,. This occurrence becomes evident, if lines of constant.

‘k 2’.4~7-77——zY——l—T—l—l

.:4 .6 .8 1.0 /.2 /.4 L@ /,a C.u ‘L.C

M.vtT/c5~,skiqsjsec

(b) Y, 0.1 (tlight Mach number, 0.707).

FIGURE15.—Performance of turbojet engine with centrtiugal-flow compressor. (qb, 0.9’$C’,,CI.9Zh, 1$,600Btu/ib)
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U/~z are plotted on the WJFl@l curres of fi.-e 15. The
occurrence of miniruum speci.tlc fuel consumption at an inter-
mediak temperature was anticipated from figures S and 9.
Decreasing the turbine-nozzIe area (wfich reduces the mass-
flow factor) shifts aII temperature lines (fig. 13) to-ward the
suge he, LIIK{ t-he ~4/1’1 value corresponcling- to any point

an the compressor cur-res is reduced. This change in jurbine-
nozzle area enables an optimum U>/F~$ at any V[y@ to
be obtained because operation at the best combination of

~,lT~, q., aud p~lp~can be realized.
Chmges in turbine-nozzle area can also be used to impro~e

the thrust factor at any desired engine operating conditions.
From the foregoing discussio~, it is evident that in order

to obtain the ultimate in either thrust or speeific fuel con-
sumption from a given engine, a -mriable-area turbine nozzle

as w-elI as a ~ariable-mea e-xhaust nozzle are necessary.
Engine with azial-ffow compressor.—Figure 14 shows the

perfomnancw characteristics of the axial-flow compressor

- JE2??%f

MmG/d,, sfqs[sec

m) Y, O (flight Mach number,OJ

used in the second illustrative turbojeL engine. .At high tip
speeds, because operation at any gi-ren tip speed is Itii}e~ ___
to a much narrower range of mass flow for the axiaI-fiow
than for the centrifugal-from compressor, the turbine-flow

area must be designed -with greater accuracy for the axial-

flow than for the ceritrifugal-flow compressor to obt{in a

proper match of turbine and compressor characteristics at

the design point.

The variation of the factor .K= is much greater for the

a.tiaI-flow than for the centrifugal-flow compressor. At the

high tip speeds, however, the mriatiori in A’c for the a..al-
flow compressor is sufEcientIy Limited in the practicaI oper-
ating range to pro-ride” nearIy constant. turbine eficiency.
The turbine totaI efficiency cur-res in figure 14 were obta_bed
from fignre 12 and equation (10) and pertain to a turbojet
enatie incorporating the turbine and the axiaI-flow compres-
sor characterized by the data in figures 12 and 14, respec-
tively. -1 -raIue of B equaI to 0.97 was chosen for the engine
with an axial-flow compressor.

The lines of constant T,/T, for this engine were computed
in the manner described in appendis C from the data of
figures 12 and 14. The lines for an illustrative fi~ed-area
exhaust nozzle .4. of 1.03 square feet are also shown.

The values of .F/&, F/M.~~, and TVJFII@ that Gie shown

Sm??#
ALU-444

(b) Y, 9.1 (13kht Mach number, 0.707>

FLGcm 16.– Perfm?xmce of ti rboiet engine with atial-flow compreswr. (q% %%; C,. 0.S7;k, 1%?03Btu/5b)
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in figure 16 for the turbojc~ tmgine correspond to the data
of figure 14. The minimum vaIue of the specific-fuel-
consumption factor in figure 16 (a) is obt ained at a T4/T1 value
of 3.0 and in figure 16 (b) at a TJT1 ~ralue of 3.s. k both

cases, minimum specific fuel consurnp tion occurs at the
highest tip-speed factor shown. The fac~ that compressor
efficiency does not falI off with increase in tip speed in the
range shown contributes to the occurrence of minimum
H’j/F1@ at high lT/J@.

For a turbojet engine with a fixed-area exhaust nozzle
operating at. a conskant flight kkh number (constanti value
of F), figures 13 and 15 or 14 and 16 indicate that the factors

F18,, .Va ~kiJ&, F/Ma ~~, TJT,7 and ~lrfi~%~ plotted against

~T/~~ should re.srdt. k single curves rega.rdIess of the altitude
of operation (that is, regardless of ambient pressure and
tenq}erature), These single cmrves occur in practice for all
factors excep L the specitk-fuel-consumpt ion factor. k this
case, the assumptions of a constant combustion eficiency
and a constant specific heat of gases during combustion for
a given TJTl that are required for such correlation are not
vaIid in actual operation.

The performance of the two i]lustra tive turbojet engines
presented herein is not inclicfitive of the best performance
obtainable with this type of engine because no attempt was
nmde to pick components with optimum characteristics.
The purpose of the discussion of these illustrative engines is
primarily t.o provide some insight into the manner in which
the performance characteristics of the components i~fiuenced
the performance of the engine, and some understanding of the
bzsie characteristics and limit at ions of the turbojet. engine.

CONCLUSIONS

For a series of turbojet engines in which the allpropriatte

compressor and turbine arc used for given opcrn t in~ con-
ditions, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. An increme in combustion-chamber-out Iet tenlprrntum
causes an’ increase in thrust. An optil~~um tcmllerniurc
e.xistsj howe~erj at which minimum specific fuel cons(llnption
is obtained. This tempera hme for minimum slwci fit. fueI
consumption is at some conditions Iess than ‘lllCkmpma Lure
lintib imposed by strength-temperature chamctcristics of the
materials of current turbojet engines.

2. lia.ximum thrust per unit mass rate of air flo~i’occurs ai

a lower compressor pressure ra [io tban minimum spmific’ fuel
consumption.

For a turbojet engine with z given set of matched coln-
ponenk, the folIowing conclusions m~y be drown:

1. The turbine etliciency remains suhstan[ially at thc~
design value even when the engine operating contlit ions vary
appreciably from their clesign wdues.

2. At a given flight speed and altitude, a fixed-area rs}laus~

nozzle limits engine operation to a fixed rel~tion bet.wccn

rotatiw speed and comb~lstion-c.l~ atl~ber-c)~ltIe6 Wnpcrat. ure.

3. The use of a variable-area exhust nozzk permi[s

engine. operation over a ~~-ide range of qine m tatira SpCC(k

for each combustion-chanlber-outleL kmpmaturc. The use
of this type nozzk, as contrasted w-ith the fixed-men nozzk,
thus permits independent tidjustmen~ of the engine rotative.
speed and the cornbustion-c.hamber-on t]et Lempcratuw to
obtain Ioww specific fuel consumption o~er a range of tlirusL
vaIues.

AIRCR_.\FT ENGINE R ESEARCFL LABORATORY,

NATION<iL ADYISORY COimITTEE FOE AEROXAGTICS,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, June 1, 19.&.



APPENDIX A

EQUATIONS FOR PERFORMANCE CHARTS

In adcIition to those symbols preciously defined, the
following symbok are used in these equations:
2= %verage specific heat &t constant pressure of gases

cIuring combustion process, Btu/(slug) (“F)
This term, when used with temperature change
during combustion, is used to deterrnke fueI con-
sumption.

R= gas constant. of air, 1716 fL-lb/(slug) (°F)
R. gas constant of exhaust gas, ft-Ib/(skg)(°F)

7=—1 7*— I

LX’ factor defined as equal to
[&R)QTOr’~y

W,, ideal -work for adiabatic process, ft-lb@ug

(The equation numbers correspond to those in the deriva-

tion given in appendix B.)

Figure 2:

1’= ““)
=V,:.,l,(v.fwy @14)2JCP.QT0 .

Figure 3 (a):

a“%l%%+d
(B45)

Figure 3 (b):

,2 (+x+-)
J_ w “Y.–1

Figure 3 (c):

(B46)

(B52)

where values of ~~ih/RZTi are obtained from reference 8.

Figure 4:

R=(’+SJ3 (B20)

Fiawre 5 (b):

g W53XK-.1)__
v,’= ~4”~P,z ~ “.

(B64)

TOZC,..

Fi.we 6:

H,=cP>=TO(l+Y+.Z)

The TZ corresponding to the entlmlpy RZ
reference 6.

where 7P is determined from reference 7.

@36)

is obtained from

(B33)

619



APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS ‘AND ‘MISCELLANEOUS EXPRESSIONS

FroIn the momentum equation, LINnet jet LhrLIStwhen the
effect of mass of addecI fuel is neglected is

F=.iiIa (V’j– Vo)

andwhenthe.mass of added fuel is inclucled

F=Ma (Vj- v.) +fflfavf

The thrust horsepower developed by the jet is

F~70
t]bp=~

By definition} the t,urbine total efficiency is

qt=— .550.Pt

“+~)f’’Jc,~[’-(il-(l+fi’+’+

(Ella)

(Bib)

(B~)

(B3)

The jet velocity (when the effect of reheat due to turbine
losses, which occurs in the further expansion of the gases
from turbine-outlet static pressure to ambient-air pressure,
is ncglectecl) is given b-y

For silhpIificcttion, the effect of addmi lUP1 is neglected by
dropping the term y in ccluaLion (B-t). The effect of thu
presence of fucI on jet velocity T’j ccm be Lalwn into accouilL
in the subsccIucnt ec[uations and in the clMrts for T“j i)y
using, for the value of Tt, t]m procluct, of the turbine cfllcicncy

~L and (1 +~) inasmuch as the quantities ~~ cmd j cippmr
only as the product q~(l +j) in cqu. ation(B4). llTow

and when the lmt term is e.xpcmded into m series

Y.-I

(B6)

for small ~. Because only enough turbine power is removed

to drive th~ compressor
P,=P, (B7)

When equations (B5), (B6), and (B7) are substituted into equat,ion (BA)

v,=,n,/2Jc,,gT4 [1-&y+]-2Jcp!gT4 g;~~+)*-* ~

a

Let

-and

(B8)

(B9)

(BIo)

When equations (B9) and (B1O) are usedin equation (B8)

[;20
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The total temperature at the compressor inIet (which is
equal to the total temperature of the inIet @ is

(B12)

The ideal stagnation pressure PI,, corresponding to this
total temperature is

Define ‘

so that

and

(B13)

TL=TO(l+Y) (3315)

‘r.

p:= (1+ Y)”-’ [B16)

The compressor-shaft horsepower expressed as a. function
of compressor-inlei temperature and pressure ratio is

(B17)

where the specific heats of air during the compression process
are assumed constant. Because of this assumption, the
value of the compressor-shaft horsepower calculat ed from
equation (B17) for a given pressure ratio, inlet. temperature,
and eficiency is dightly greater than the actual compressor
power. The deviation increases with increasing pressure
ratio and inlet temperature. For -dues of T, up to 5500 R
and pJpI up to 40, the ma.xirnum error in compressor work
is about 1 percent.

Define

550PCz=—
M.JcP,.TO

(B18)

so that substituting equations (3315) and (B 17) into equa-
tion (B18) results in

[’2‘1-11q.z= (l+Y) (’-)
or

from -which
P>

PI_ Po—_—

Po ~ ~ ‘Pd

PI

When equation (B 16) is used in equation (B23)

Equations (B20) and (1324) are combined so that

Therefore

Expand

-/.-1

(P)- (1+3”
1– ~ =1–

2 l+l’+qcz

-f.-~

(’+%’9==’’’%%?
which is accurate for small values of Apd/pl.

(B19}

(Iwo)

(B21)

(B22)

@23)

@24)

fJ3~5)

@26)

(B27)

When equations (B18), (B25), (B26), and (B27) are used in equation (3311)

@@

The term invoIving the product of the preesure-drop rstios ‘~ ‘~ can be neglected, so that equation (3328) becomes
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The factor e is defined by the equation

v, dT, Y+qcz -z
-p = 4’2Jc*,aTo

z 1+ Y+q,z‘–% (B30)
‘o

from which

(B31)

When equations (B30) and (B14) are substituted into
equation (Bla)

FUEL COXSUMPTION

The expression for the fuel-air-ratio factor to obtain a rise
in total temperature in the combustion chamber from T2 to
Td is

Zp(T~—T’2)
~fi~= 3~a~k (B33)

where vaIues of 79 are determined from reference 7.
From the conservation of energy

H,= IL+$+550 &J (B34)

where F7z is ‘the enthalpy of the air corresponding to the

compressor-outlet total temperature T2 in Btu per slug.

(Zero enthalpy is arbitrarily fixed at absolute zero tempera-

ture.) The symbol 1<0is Lhe enthlpy of air corresponding
to the ambient-air temperature TO in Btu per slug and is
given by

iYO=cP,aTO (B35)

lf equations (B35), (B14), znd (B 18) are used in equation (1134)

H,= CP,.TO(1+17+Z) (B36)

NOW T, is a function only of M

Z’,= +(FI,) =@(c,,.To[l +Y+a) (1337)

and the Tz corresponding to the enthdpy H2 is obttiincd
from reference 6.

PEESSURERATIOFOROPTINIUR1‘rHRUS~PERUNITMASS RATE OF .411<
FLOW

For a given T’,, TO, Td, q,, q,, anil d,, and n@~cLirlg tlw
change in c due to a change in TCZ, the maximum thrust p(’r
unit mass rate of air flow with respect Lo compressor power
input (or pressure rat io) is obtained from equation (133.2)
when

from which

1+ Y+ (q,z) ,,f= /\ qcq,~~ (B39)

(The term (~CZ),,r is used to designate the value of T,z for

which F/kfd as given by equation (B32) is a maximum.)
Factor ~ is defined by the relation

JET VELOCITY AND THRUST PER UNIT MASS RATE OF AIR FLOW EN TERMS OF FACTOR X’

W’hen equation (B41) ‘is used in equation (3330)

2=d’J;;;~”,/vcTL~ 2(~;:;~:)-~’,14+l+y ,

0
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EV.ALU.4TIOX OF CORRECTION FACTOR C

~he factors a and b are

““H%+)(A)
and

b=~(,’+j (T&?

TYheu equations (1345) and (B46) are substituted into
equztion (B:31)

~=~<—k”a—h”~ (B47)

The terms K and h-’ are close to unity in -ralue, whereas

the wdues of a ancl b are small in comparison with unity;
therefore, onIy a rery srnaII error is introduced by Ietting

The quantity c is defined as

C=A7— I (B49)

then

~=l—a—b+c (B50)

h70w, from equation (B9) and reference S

TV,*

where the ~-aIues of ~1’1~/R~Tk are obtained from reference
8. These values ,correspond to the temperature T4 and
pressure ratio PJPO. Therefore,

D’th

CORRECTION FOE REFiEAT ACCO1lPASYWG IRREVERSIBILITY IN
TLkZBIXE

The actuai jet velocity incIudmg rehe~L in the turbine is
given by the equation

The static gas temperature at the turbine outlet is Ts,,.
From equation (1353) the following equation in terms of
difl’erentials is obtained:

M%en equation (B53) is. used in equation (B54),

(355)

The independent \-ariabIe is T5,., therefore

AT,,, =dT,..

For smaII vaIues of LTS,.

lf these expressions for dTz,, and dl’j are used in equation

(1%5),. .

+?=N-(’7)T%
The amount of reheat J.T,,8 is equal to

()550P, 1——
‘T’,’ =Jf.JcpLE q, 1

(B57)

whereas the static gas temperature at the turbiue outlet

y;’550P,
““= “- .ILJcP,Z 2-Jcp,r

(B59)

In equations (B5Sj and (B59), the effect of added fuel on

gas flow through the turbine is neglected (that is, .W=M.).

When equations (B~j, (B14), and (BIS) are used in equa-
tions (EMs) and (B59),

(B60]

and -mhen equations (3360) ancl (B61) are substituted into
equation (B57),

or

Tie T’5’I-
~Z term in the denominator is smaIl in comparison

a
T, cwith ~z fl— I and can be negIected, rew.dting in
c P.R

DEEUVATIO>” OF 3~SC!ELLAXEOUS EXPRESSIONS

(a) The reference pressure ratio (PJPI),.Icorre-wnd~gto
any -dues of 1“ ancl of (VCZ,)reffrom equation (320) is

(B62)

(B63)
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or substituting equation (B39) in equation (B65) gives
!

(c) The ided ram pressure ratio given by equation
can be rewritten as

(b) From equations (B40), (B20), and (B65) it is seen that I (d) The flight hfac.h number is

7.-1

-Y’=[(P?$LF
or defining the factor A’ as

Y=
?’.-1

x= (x’)
then

(B67)
Flight Nfae.h number= ~i&

=~-(~’.~ly)

(INN) or when equation (B 14) is used in equation (B72),

(3369)
.’ ‘H

=Flight Mach nun~ber=-

(B13)

(370)

(B71)

(B72)

(B73)



APPENDIX C

METHOD FOR DETER311NING CONSTANT TJT1 OPERATING LINES OF 31ATCHED SET’ OF TURBOJET COJIPONENTS

The procedure for plotting lines of constant T,/T, on
compressor-characteristic curves, as in figure 13, for a given
turbojet engtie is as follow-s:

Equation (9) may be written

(cl)

When T~Tl is eliminated between equatio~ (8) and (Cl),

The. method of using equation (C2) to obtain con.staui
TJTI lines is ~ustra.tecl for the turbojet engine tit~ a

centrifugal-ffo~ corapressor.

1. A point on figure 13 is selectecl ai a wtlue of l.T/l& and

of pz~pl for which the value of ~~1~1 is desired.

2. The corresponding values of .ll= ~&J&, KC, and an
approximate value of ~~ are read from figure 13.

3. .&n approximate value of T,,. from figure 12 (b) that

corresponds to the approximate value of qj is used to compute

an approximate vake of u/~7t from equation (10).

~. For a given value of r, the approximate value of

M~~T& is computed from equakion (C2j.
5. The value of ~-j ~f%j corresponding to the values of

LMZVJ8<and @i’t previously obtained, and the value of
AI,3%$6, are read from figure 12 (a).

6. From equation (8), TJT, is computed. This due is a.
first approximation and b most cases is sufEicientIy accurate.

7. Iu order to evaIuate a second approximation of TJT1,
a new va~ue of U[VLis computed from the identity

8. From @w-e 12 (b), a new mIue of ~,., is deter~ed
from the new -due of u/V, and the -due of p4/pS,. corre-
sponding to the previous value of I’J%& as determined in
step 5.

9. Steps 4, 5, and 6 are repeated.
k order to illustrate this procedure, the temperature ratio

corresponding to a point. on the certtrifugal-flow-corupressor-
characteristic curve is e-ralua t ed. For the turbojet engine
with a centrifugal-flow compressor, a compressor-tip-speed to
turbine-bIade-speed ratio B of 1.275 is used.

1. The point at U/3~ of 1600 (f@ec) and p~jpl of 4.o is
selected.

2. Gorrespondiug to this poiut, M. ~~/13, k 2.0 (slug fsec),
K. is 0.945, and the approximate T, is 0.85.

3. The corresponding q,,. (from fig. 12 (b)) is 0.80 and the
-raIue of u/n e~aluated from equation (10) is 0.51.

4. For a -ralue of r of 0.05, the -raIue of .3f.1{/8~ is 1295
((dug) (ft)/sec2), as determined from equation (C2).

5. C!orrespondiug to the dues of Al=T~/84 and uj~~,
-ralues of T1/~&Aof 1295 (ft/see), Jfs ~’z/3A of 1.0 (slug/see),
and p~p~,. of 2.92 are. obtained from figure 12 (s).

6. A. vaIue of T41TI of 3.61 is obtainecl using equatiou (8).
This is the fist approximation.

7. From the identity

u/>@
/
z

;=B x/3m ~

a wdue of u/17~ of 0-51 is obtained.
8. At this vaIue of u/V, in figure 12 (b), values of ~, of

0.85 and ~~,~of 0.80 are obtained, which are the same as the
values determined in steps 2 and 3; therefore no further
approximations are necessary.

@~~



APPENDIX D

METHOD FOR DETERMINING FIXED-EXHAUST-NOZZLE-AREA OPERATING LINES OF MATCHED SET OF TURBOJET
CO&lPONENTS

Useful equtitions for determining the values of several
parameters. needed in this method arc as foIlows:

where

p5 total pressure at turbine outlet, lb/sq ft dbsolute

The mass flow through the exhaust-nozzle area is expressed

as

where

P5 stagnation density at turbine outlet, slug/cu ft

Thus

Equation (D%) is used until the critiml pressure ra~io is
il~g>R

reachecl. The. value of ~ remains constant thereafter as
n

pO/p~ becomes less tha,n the critical pressure ratio. The
mass-flow-per-unit-area factor for critical flow is

From energy considerations

T,=T,–@
2JcP,~

from which

(D3)

The jet-veIocity factor

which, when using equation (B 14) and equation (15), becomes

The procedure for determining the design-point exhaust-
nozzle area and the locus of the fixed-exhaust-nozzle-area

curve is outlined in the nex~ section and ill ustrakd for the

case of a turbojet engine with a centrifugal-flow cornptwsor
operating at a value of 1’ of 0.1.

DETERNllN~TIONOF~lXIGNIHH~UST-KO~ZLliAREA

lTlen an engine is equipped with a fixed-~rca exhausL
nozzle, the size of the nozzle area used is gmmrally that .
required for engine op[’ration at. th(’ (design point.. This de-
sign exhaust-nozzle arm is detern.~ined as folIo\vs:

1. Values corresponding to the desired design point for

PSIPI, U/\/~ T~~Tl, ‘~~.~%i’~1,K, a[ld an approximate value
of ~~ are. read from figure 13, and F/31a~’z is mad from

figure IS (b).

2. The approximate value of q,,, from figure 12 (b) that-

corresponds to the approximate valu~ of ~1 is used to com-

pute an approximate va]ue of @Vt from equation (10).

3. For a given value of the ratio of col~~lj[lstio~~-cl~ ~l]r]t~(’r

pressure ckop to combustion-c’hwnber-irikt pressure r, tile

approximate .vfllue of ;ll~~7t/~4 is computed fror.n equat ion (~~).

4. The value of ly/yt, corresponding to values of

kf~l{,l;~ and u/~Zpreviously obtained, is read from figure 12 (a).

5. The. value of V/Y~Z is used in equation (D3) to cidcu-

late 06/9,.

6. Using the values of F/.lfa%@ and T in equation (D4)
gives 1~/~~.

7. From the ideut ity

~z
l’-~

T; 8, z
—’-=x j g~s T4

x/l@ is calculated. T_lsing this vaIue in cquatior~ (Dl) de-
termines pO/pS.

J{g \&
8. Using the value of yO/p5in equation (D2a) givw —- -.

A J6
If the va}uc of pO/ph is Iess than the critical pressure ratio,

ii{, #&
then the .smne value of —AT– w occurs at the criticzI prcs-

n5

;11 & .
sure ratio is used. This critical value of -- g IS obtained

/lnas
from equation (D2b).

9. With a ram pressure 10SS assumed, the value of p,,/po is

determined from the value of Y and equatiou (B 16).
10. The value of An is then dculatd from the identity

626
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DETER>LHS.4TTOS OF FIXED-EXHAWST-XOZZLE-AREA CURVE
chosen as 0.97. Corresponding to this due of Vf/C,?rK,

Once the design mea. has been found, the operational the p5/p0 determined from equation (Dl) is 2.25, which is

points of the engine with the fked-exhust-nozzk area .4. greater than critical pressure ratio indicating that the flow

ha-i-e to be determined at. other rotational speeds. At any through the exhaust nozzle is sonic.

u/&, the exhaust-nozzIe areas required for several 8. From equation (D2b) and values of 7 of 1.35 and Rg~tiwrl
operating points are determined by the method just outLined. of 1720 (ft-lb/(sIug) ~F) ), the critical .ll~l’T/&& of 1.516

The operating point. corresponchng to the design A= at a ((slugjsec))sq ft) is determined.

gken 17/~41 k then determined by interpolation. This 9. The ideaI ram pressure ratio PI ,t/pO, obtained using the

process k repeated for a sufficient range of values of CT/~@ ~alue of Y in equation (B16), is 1.396. with an inlet-duct

and the line of fl..ed .4. is located. The difference between pressure Ioss Ap~/pOof 0.04 assumed, then PIIPO is 1..356.

.11= and fil~ was neglected in this procedure. 10. ~rom the identity

h order to obtain the operating line of fked ~, for another

flight speed, the procedure is repeated using the new value
for T.

~. @&),/~

In order to illustrate the method, the exhaust-nozzle area
for the engi~e with a centrifugal-flow compressor is evaluated ‘ C%!)t)@)

for a design ~aIue of F of 0.1 as follows: ~ -ralue of .4.. of I-42 square feet is obtained.
1. From &ure 13, design-point conditions are: PZIPI, 4.12;

T,/T,, 4.0; .Wal’T/&, 1.96 (sIug/see); Kc, 0.91; L~/l@, 1600 REFERENCES

(ft/see); ~,, 0.85; and from ‘figure 15 (b) the corresponding 1. Keirn, D. J., and Shoults, D. R.: Jet Propulsion anrf Its .4p@icatiort “

F.iM=& is 1272 (lb/(slug/see)). to High-speed Aircraft. Jour. Aero. Sei., vol. 13, no. 8, Aug.

2. Corresponding to q; of 0.85, a _raIue of qt.s of 0.80 is
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2. BoIz, Ra>- E.: Graphical solution for the Performance of
obtained from figure 12 (b). A value of u/T7~ of 0.52 is Continuous-Flow Jet Eneties. SAE Quarterly Trans., \-ol. 1,
evaluated from equation (10). no. 2, April 1’347,pp. 235-251.

3. For a value of r of 0.05: the value of ~1~~7,/3, evaluated 3. Rubert, Kennedy F.: An .Analmk of Jet-Propulsion S@ems

from equation (C2) is 1209 ((slug) (ft)/secz). Making ‘Direct Use of the W“orking Substance of a Thermo-
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SFsteros
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